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C4. VERBS WITH DIRECT FLEXIONS

CA.I THE SO.CALLED "SECOND TENSES"

C4.ll The tense stem for a flexion of certain verbs is formed without the morph consonant which
is normally used for that tense. As we have seen (#Cl .82), this always happens in the case of the
aorist active of liquid verbs, which take -a- and not -oa- as their punctiliar morph (because the -o
slides off the liquid). It also occurs in a number of consonant-stem verbs (and one with a vowel
stem) in the future middle (deponent), the perfect active and middle/passive, and the aorist passive
(and thus in the future passive which is formed from it).

C4.12 No special name seems to have been given to this characteristic when it occurs in the aorist
active of liquid verbs or of such other verbs as fi),eu, dna and dda (see #C2 .93), but in the other
tenses it is said by numerous grammarians (on the supposed analogy of the second aorist active) to
be a "second future", "second perfect", or a "second aorist passive". This is a misleading and
confusing choice of terminology. To call something a "second aorist" is a short-hand way of saying
that such a flexion follows a "second pattern of conjugating its aorist", in contradistinction from
the A,6amodel, which is the "first" and overwhelmingly more common pattern. Thus a true second
aorist has a dffirent set of endings from the first aorist. Now this is unquestionably true of the
second aorist active flexion: the aorist flexion of BtiLLco (E\a),ov), does indeed follow a different
pattern from the first aorist of ),t3o (tLooa). But these so-called other "second tenses" simply lack
the consonant part of the morph which identifies their aspect or voice (i.e. they contain a shorter
alternative morph or allomorph of the usual aspect and/or voice morph). But as far as their endings
are concerned, it is a fact that they do not dffir in any way from the regular paradigms of the First
Conjugation.

C4.13 A more accurate approach is to note that these verbs add their distinctive aspect/voice
morphs and endings more directly to the tense stem, i.e. without the usual intervening consonant,
and a more appropriate descriptive term for them is therefore direct verbs or verbs with a direct
tense or direct flexion.

C4.14 Direct flexions occur in the future middle (lacking -o-); in the perfect active (lacking the
aspiration of the consonant if the stem ends in a labial, palatal or dental, or the -r- in other cases);
or in the aorist passive/future passive (lacking the -0-).

C4.15 The following Synopsis gives the complete list of all direct flexions of verbs found in the
New Testament (other than the first aorist for liquid verbs, for which see #C1.89). Verb roots are
given in brackets with the sign {.

c4.2 DTRECT FLEXTON FUTURE MTDDLE (DEPONENT) (2)
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c4.3 DIRECT FLEXION PERFECT ACTM (9)

arco6ot hear
uvoiyrtfi open
dno)"Lo1u destroy
ywoltm become
ifrcco be present
rcpd(ot cry out

know
oina decay

Qeoyo flee

({rirou) d,rcotioa flrcoooa(l9rl avoi(a avica$a
({o,t) dnoAioco dncbkoa
(!rev) Wioopm b,pvdpqv
(1dr) fiEco fi€a
(^'l.rpay) rcpd(a Ercpaf,al-ov(tf0
d,orln) (orlVa) (EoqVa)
(',lQoy) Qe6(oltm EQoyov

arriroa
avtqvyu
dril"cola
yxyova
ff rca
rcgSoaru
oba
otorlna
ntQeoTu

(iircouopa)
uviqypca

;
TeTeun$at

r7rco$o?ryv
avecfryOnv

byevi?qv

t Variant forms occur for this verb: see #4.62, and Matthew 7:7, etc.



WLLo announce
dM"dooa change
dprd(ro snatch

WaQo write
6tpco thrash
1tlnrco bury
raioti burn
raxinlvulttg break
r6nca cut
rpinrco conceal
v$ooa prick
il"irco weave

nhriooot strike

f.'ld,nel'l d'yyeka
OlaALay) il"Lci(at
(ldpraj dpnd,oa
(lWail Wtlvco({6ep) (6epta)
deail @riva)
drco"D rcan5oo

df ay) rcartaf,o
(^,lrcon) rciyot
(lrcpup) (rcpuyro)
(lvoy)
(lr/.r,rc) (tcLeEa)

(lxA,rli (nL.i|ro)

^l*ry) (rwiEa)
^'lonep) orepilo
lorch) oreAia
loWe[ orphyco
lgQay) o\a€co
^'lray) tfico
lrpen) (rptyo)
l epeD @pbva)Itptpl -tpirya
"'l4av) Qavtopm
^'lpeeil Qoeptco
''lhpay) (Qpata)
{0r) (Q6oco)

^'lXap) Taprioopat
''lWrD WuEa)

ii,pd"ltat
ifi"Laytat
(ripnaolta)
ytypattttm
(666appa)
ri0altltat
rcirantpan

(rclrcoppa)
rctrcpo1tltat

ntnkytat

eolcappal
tora)"pat
Eorpaltpat
toQaqtat
ctcayltm
(rirpapltm)
rtilpaltltut
-drptltltat

EQ0appat
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rlyyxhqv
rfi,)"dy1v
rlpndy4v
b,,1priQ1v
b6dpqv
brciqqv
bru1r7v
rcarcdyqv
brc6rc4v
brcpopqv
bviyrlv
bntr dqv
trLimv t
-eil"dy4vl
bwiyqv
bondpqv
bordLryv
borpdQqv
boQriy1v
brrly4v
-brpdrrlv
hpdQrlv
-brpipryv
bQdvqv
bQilcipTlv
bQpdryav
bQoryv
b26dp11v

byuyrTv

rviya choke
onapo sow
octL)uto send
orpaqa turn
oQd(a slaughter
rdooa appoint
-rptno turn
cptQa nourish
-cpiBa rub
$ora shine/appear

Qileipco ruin
gpdooot close up
$oot grow up

Taipa rejoice

W)$) cool down
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c4.4 DIRECT FLEXION AORIST/FUTURE PASSM (29)

it'y7eil"a iiyyeLrca
iih aEa (fi"LaXa)
ripnaou fipnurca
Eyparya yeWaQa
E6erya
E0aya
Erca ooa
rcarta(a
Ercoya (rc{rcoQa)

Erpuya (rc|rcpoQa)
Evo$a
Er),e$a (n6il,sya)

EnA,r7(a

Etrvt(a
tonerya (Eonaprca)
Eorcil,a Eota)"ra
Eorperya
EoQa,Ea
ha,(a druya
-trperya
E0perya
-hpuya (rfup$a)
EQuva
bQ1erya (6Q0aprca)
tQpa1a
(tQov)

i:w"
d Re verbs with digamma(f): see #C8.7.

C4.5 CONCERNING VERBS WITH DIRECT FLEXIONS

C4.51 A direct flexion form is an irregular verb form because it is not possible to predict from the
verb's lexical form that that particular form will occur.

C4.52 The foregoing is a complete list of all the direct flexions which actually occur in the New
Testament. There are numbers of other verbs used in the New Testament which have direct
flexions but which are not included here because no form from such a direct flexion appea$ in the
New Testament. (Examples of such verbs are: with direct perfect active, drorcreivcoldntrctova,
Ldpnal)"t).a1uta, kincol),t).owa; with direct aorist passive, ltiyvolttlbpiyrlv, ptalbppiqv,
oapalboupryv.)

C4.53 Several of the words with an aorist passive direct flexion are also found with the regular
forms in use as well. Thus for dpna(abothfiprcdyqv andrlpndo?qv were in use; and similarly
for ypd,Qa (typdQTlvlbypdqhnv); 66pa (b6tipqvlt6dtpeqv); rdooa (-erdyryvl-d704v); -rpiBa
(- erpi Fnv I - eqiQ9rtv).

C4.54 Numbers of verbs do not take -rca in the perfect active, but instead aspirate the final stem
consonant. Grammarians have frequently grouped these with the direct flexion perfects and also
called them "second perfects". This is a misclassification, and arises from a failure in phonemic
analysis of the language. The phoneme, "aspiration plus -a" as an allomorph of -rcaas the perfect
active morph, is completely regular. It is in accordance with simple, straightforward phonemic
nrles (see #10.45 and #82.6) and thus is predictable for all regular verbs. There is therefore no
basis for classifying verbs of this kind with irregular (i.e., unpredictable) verbs forms. Examples
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of verbs with this completely regular perfect active can be seen from #C4.4 (which lists those
with a direct flexion - and thus, iregular - aorist passive): a labial plus -ra aspirates to -Qa as

in ypaQ@ + yeypa|a, rc6rra + rctrcoQa, rcp&ma + rc6rcpo0a, qiBa + rtsptQa; a palatal
(including -oo) plus -ra aspirates to -)(a, as in il)"tioo@ + rfi,Laya, r1,6rca + rbil"e26a,
rdooa+ r6,ru7ga. Similarly if the stem-endstn -)6 cip4a+ fipXa. (See the paradigms for labial
stem and palatal stem verbs, #C1.5 and #C1.6.)

C5. VERBS WHICH TAKE TWO ASPECT MORPHS

Cs.O FEATURES OF THIS GROUP OF VERBS

C5.01 Greek contains a number of verbs which are conjugational hybrids: like verbs of the
Second and Third Conjugations (#C2 and #C3), they add a durative aspect morph in the formation
of their present/imperfect tense system, and in addition, like verbs of the First Conjugation (#C1),
they add the punctiliar aspect morph - oa (- a for liquids) in forming the aorist.

C5.02 Because their aorist thus formed is a first aorist, they are to be classified as verbs of the
First Conjugation.

C5.03 The durative morphs that they add are similar to those used by Second and/or Third
Conjugation verbs in the same way.

C5.04 Those with verb stems in -)" double the -), in accordance with the regular rule for liquids
(#C1.83), and those with present stems in -anp, -Etp, -anv, and -ew have added the infix -t- in the
formation of the present stem (#C1.84).This -).- or -t- (as the case may be) is a durative morph in
the verb in which it occurs, and it indicates that the verb form in which it occurs is from that verb's
durative aspect system. This durative infix -t- in the present/imperfect tenses is a totally different
morph from the punctiliar infix -r- which occurs together with -d as the punctiliar morph in those
liquid verbs which have -t- as the stem vowel before the liquid: see #C1.85(a) for details of these.

C5.05 All the verbs occurring in the New Testament which take both a durative and a punctiliar
aspect morph are given in the following Synopsis, grouped according to the particular durative
aspect morph that they take.

C5.1 REDUPLICATB IN -r,
ptppciorco consume (l,}pcol ptpparca
bv&66orcco clothe in ({6vdu)
Tupvriora remember dpvri Twrioa Epvqoa
mnpriorcco sell (',lnpa) rtnparca

,r-ltepvqpm bpvrio?ryv
ntnpapca bnpri?ryv

(These have also added -orc, and so are listed again in #C5.5.)

C5.2 DOUBLE THE.',
(The nine verbs in this category are listed under First Conjugation in #C1.83, and their Principal
Parts are given in the list of liquid verbs in #C1.89.)

C5.3 ADD -v (alone, or with other letters)

C5.31 ADD -v
a6(dvro increase d,a$€a) ail(fioa ryii(ryoa (qii6qra) (qiiEqttai ntEi%rtvplaordvco sprout (ll,p)"ama) (FXaonloa) bfi"donyoa (Fe\Ldorqrca)
rivot pay ({a) rioco
Qilrivot precede d |eq (Qildoa) Eqilaoa tQ1aprca

C5.32 ADD -w
-y)wa pour (lXti
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brcepfiOr1v

C5.33 ADD -rv
rcep\aiva gain

C5.34 ADD -ov
tLa$va drive

C5.4 ADD -e
-ot06co thrust

&vaX,iora
dp6orca
fupprtnrco
Boorot
yaltiorca
yqpdorcot
&6dorcat
bv&66orcot
bmQa6ora
L,mQcinrca
iLtiorcoltat
1te06orco1tat
1ul;riorco
mnpdorco
Qdoro

dlCT(t),,
aOTpd,Tt6(t)

d rcepia) rcep\rioco

dinq bLrioa

trc6p6qoa

ffi"aoa bX,riX,arca

Oldq Gcina) -dna

C5.5 ADD -toK (after a consonant) OR -or (after a vowel)

light
flash

Bdnca dipp)"rinra harm

ildnco bury
rcaltinrco cover
rcdprro bend
d,6ma steal
rcimco cut
rcpinra conceal

dvrfi"cohryv

b&&iXenv

tl"tiohtv
b1ts06oO4v
blrrio?ryv
brOtiQnv

rc0ruro stoop
virrco wash
pirca cast down
orcr*nra dig
oov0p6xrco break
uJnta sffikeftrit

destroy ddvaLo) ava)"ctno uvrfi,ona
please ("'ldpe) dp6oa iipeoa
consume (",l,Fpa) Btpparcafeed ('l0o)
marry (l,yutt)
grow old (^l,mpa) (mprioa) by1paoa
teach (!6r6ar) &6ti(,a b6i6a,(a
clothe in (16v6u)
shine upon ("l!mQau) i'mQafioco
dawn (t,bmia)
propitiate (l.iX"a)
get drunk (.,lps?o)
remember (l,1lrl l;rioa Epvr1ou ptpvqpat
sell (^'l,tcpu) n6nparca rbnpaltat
assert (^lfia)

C5.6 ADD INFIX -r, TO THE STEM
(The 27 vetbs in thr191t!Borl are all listed in#C1.84, and theirPrincipal Parts are given in the list
of liquid verbs in #Cl.89.)

C5.7 ADD -rTO VERB IN -z
These verbs have the same form as rcaLtinra, and follow its paradigm (see #C1.5), losingthe -c
outside the durative system and following the usual pattern of taUiat stem verbs. fhr"" (edorr,
KoItro), rcprtma) have direct flexions in the aorist pdssive, and are included in the list in #C4.4.
These are the eighteen verbs which add -t as a durative morph:

€,fitpar|T(t) sew on
bnwrc4tcropu visit

C6. CONSPECTUS OF THB THREE CONJUGATIONS
C6.O CONSPECTUSCOVERAGE

C6.01 This Conspectus shows in parallel columns the various conjugations (and paradigms within
a Conjugation, to the extent that they exhibit differences) for eachieise.

C6.02 At the top of each of the two main sections of the Conspectus is given the paradigm
Number for each_paradigm that is set out there, and the Paradigm Njrmber is Iolowed by the r6ot
for the model verb of that paradigm.
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C6.03 Numbers of forms are given in this Conspectus which do not occur in the New Testament.

These forms are included here for three main reasons: Firstly, the most effective way of mastering

these paradigms is, for many students, not by rote learning but by gaining ry overall appreciation

of the pattern of word formation, and this is more easily seen when all the forms are set out.

Secondiy, when a student is analy zing a form in the New Testament text and trying to track it
down, frequently the easiest way he can rule out some of the possibilities that he is considering is

for him to be a6le to look up what those forms would be and thus confirm that (and how) they

differ from the one on whichhe is working. Thirdly, many of the forms which do not occur in the

New Testament are found in the Septuagint and/or other koin7 Greek writings outside the New
Testament, and those students who piogress in due course to reading these other writings will find
it useful to have the forms set out here.

C6.I. PRBSENT TENSE PARADIGMS

C6.11 Those set out in the Conspectus are:

First Conjugation

Cl.1 Lia
Cl.2 npd,a
C1.3 ).aLta
Cl.4 rX,qp6a
(C1.5 to C1.9 follow
A,tSaexactly and
therefore do not need
to be set out.)

C6.12 After the Present Indicative for both Active and Middle Voice in the Conspectus is set out

the Imperfect, which differs from it in meaning only in having past time reference.

C6.L3 The First Conjugation form consists, in each instance, of the Present stem (in the verbs

given in C1.1 to CL.4, this corresponds with the verb root), to which is added the neutral morph
--ole- 

and the pronoun suffix. Where the stem ends in a short vowel (-d, -e, -o) this short vowel
contracts with the neutral morph according to the rules of contraction (#82.2).

C6.14 Note the similarities and differences in the forms of the Infinitive. All these forms can be

explained on the basis of these rules: (a) When the verb takes the neutral morph (i.e. in the First
and Second Conjugations), this is added to the stem first, and contracts with it if it ends in a short
vowel. (b) For Middle forms, add the Middle Voice morph, -o0-. (c) Now add the Infinitive
morph: if being added directly to the neutral morph (whether this has contracted or not), this
Infinitive morph is -oe% which then loses the -o- by syncopation (#E2.5), after which the -e- of -ev
contracts with the vowel which precedes it; in all other instances add -vu to a preceding vowel (as

in the Third Conjugation active infinitives) or -aL to a preceding consonant (as in all Middle
infinitives).

C6.15 The following generalizations goncerning the Third Conjugation only apply in part to ei1fi,
which exists solely in the Present, Imperfect, and Future Tenses, and which has numerous irregular
forms.

C6,16 The Third Conjugation lexical form consists, in each instance, of the verb's lexal to which
has then been directly added the pronoun suffix. The lexal comprises the root (also called the verb
stem) plus the durative morph, which is an infix in the lexal slot. As we have seen (#C3), the
durativL morph takes different forms for different classes of Third Conjugation verb. For ieircvttltt,
this durative morph consists of -vr.r, which is added to the root detr- in the lexal slot. For iou1ltt,
d0r11tt and 6i6apu the durative morph consists of reduplication in -t-. (For ton11tt, this is not
oiou11tt, but the initial o- has been lost and replaced by a rough breathing.)

Second Conjugation
(C2 follows A,tia
exactly and therefore
does not need to be
set out.)

Third Conjugation

C3.la {on1pt
C3.lb ri?qpt
C3.lc 6i6co1tt
C3.2 \eiwoln
C3.3 ei7fi
(C3.4 to C3.6 follow X.r\ro

exactly and therefore do
not need to be set out.)
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C6.17 In the Third Conjugation Indicative Active singular of both Present and Imperfect, the short
vowel of the root has been lengthened to either the equivalent long vowel or to a diphthong. In the
Indicative active plurals and in all Middle forms this short vowel remains, and the pionounlndings
have not affected it.

C6.18 The flexions of the Third Conjugation Subjunctive Mode (both Active and Middle) follow
the pattern of fu5a: the subjunctive morph consists of the addition to the lexal of a lengthened
ney{r1l morph, to which are then added in turn the usual pronoun endings used in the subjunctive
(which are identical with the pronoun endings for the present of L6rr,)-. As for Xoa, a -i- in the
pronoun ending will be subscript under the lengthened neutral morph. Where the stem ends in a
lgrg vowel, this remains uncontracted (as for the present Active and Middle of 6eiwo1u.); where
the stem ends in a short vowel (as for ion1pt, ri?q1n and 6i5a1u), this contracts with the long
vowel of the Subjunctive endings. Notice that the contraction of -o- with -4- will produce -r&, as
iL 1he subjunctive flexions of 6i6co1n. Allowing for the effect of this contraction in the case of
6i6a1n, Third Conjugation Present Subjunctives have the same endings as )aja.
C6.19 NotethatthePresentActiveOptative of eipiisetr1v.Thisfollowstheconjugation of Eonyv
(the Third Aorist Indicative Active of \orqltt), though on occasions, in the usage of some writers,
the -4- in the plural is absorbed by the -eu diphthong through contraction. However, in the New
Testament the only optative form of eipi which occurs is the third person singular eil4 (twelve
times).

C6.2 AORIST TENSE PARADIGMS

C6.21 Those set out in the Conspectus are:

First Conjugation
Cl.1 fuico
(C1.2 to C1.7 follow the
conjugation of Ltia
exactly and therefore do
not need to be set out.
C1.8 and C1.9 follow A,6a
but with -a not -oa as the
punctiliar morph - see
Liquid Verbs, #Cl.82.)

bBil)"opev
bpil)"erc
tBaM"ov

Second Conjugation
C2 BriLLa
(All second aorists
follow the conjugation
ot Btfi)"a)

Third Conjugation
C3.la iotrlpt
C3.lb d9r1pt
C3.1c 6i6apt
C3.2 6eircvo1tt
C3.4 paiva
C3.5 ywcilorcco
C3.6 66va
(There is no aorist for
C3.3, eipi.)

C6.22 Note that the Second Conjug_ation adds the neutral morph to its lexal before taking its
distinctive endings. In the Second Conjugation Indicative, the iame endings are taken bf the
Imperfect and the Aorist, so that the only difference between the two fleiions for a Second
9gljygution verb is the durative morph which these verbs add in forming their Present stem. For
ptlil'l.cothis is the second -lwhich iJ added to the verb root Ba),- us, *"infix into the lexal slot.
Thus the Imperfect and Aorist Active and Middle flexions for 

'BdL).co 
are:

ACTIVE
Imperfect Aorist
tBaM,ov tpd.ov
(BaLLeg tpd"eg
E1al,)"e(v) Ela)"e(v)

MIDDLE
Imperfect Aorist

tpau"opryv bBal"opqv
bBdM"oo bBil"oo
tptiL)"ero bpd)"eco
bpaM"61te0u tBa)"61teAa
tBcfi"koile bBd)"eoile
bBdil"ovro bBdl.ovco

tpffi"o1tev
bBffi"erc
EBa)"ov

Similarly, the second -.1, is the only difference between the Present and Aorist flexions for the other
modes of the verbs.
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C6.23 Only the plural forms of the third aorist flexions of ri?qltl *d 6i6apt were in use, and

these were rare in New Testament times. Instead, the usual aorist forms of these verbs were first
aorist flexions, \il1rca and t\corca (#C3.85, #C3.87). Moreover, \eircvupt has-only a first aorist

fG;il"; Eaet€a. Bit torqpn has both the third aorist flexion Eot\v u"q !!g first aorist flexion

i;rl;A, *itfi different meanings. (For a.fuller discussion, see #C3.82 and #C3.87.) There are also

two forms of the Perfect furti'.:ipf. of torrlpt: bordg (given in the Conspectus), and bocqK@6

(fotto*r ),efutrcaq, from htSial), *d th.r" are thus two forms of the Perfect Subjunctive Active,

using these two participles respectively.. Both participles have the same meaning, "standing"

(intrlnsitive). (Foi the full flexion of botc65, see #D5.33.)

C6.24 The rules for the formation of the Present Intinitives (#C6.14) also explain the-Aorist
Infinitives. Note that in the Active, the second aorist takes the neutral morph and then the infinitive
rrrairg, and thus in accordance with Rule (c) in #C6.14 this is first -ow, becoming -ev after th?;o-
dropslut. This in turn gives -eiv (after contraction with the neutral morph). Thus, fot pa)),co:

pil,-e-oev + 8il.-e-Ev\ BalAv. In no other aorist infinitive is the infinitive morP! added to the

neutral morph, so for the frst and third aorist active infinitives and for all aorist middle and passive

infinitives tire infinitive morph is always -vdl (if added to a vowel) or -at (if added to a consonant,

including the -o- of the aorisi morph -oa- when the -a- is lostby elision before the -at).

C6.25 Two forms of the 2nd Singular Aorist Active Imperative are found for both 'toqp and

paiva. Both alternatives are given in the Conspectus.

C6.26 The flexions of the aorist Subjunctive Mode follow the same differing pattern between the

Conjugations as for the Indicative.
(a) A First Conjugation verb has (by definition) a lexal which is inherently durative (#3.68), and

io*r its aorist tlnle by adding a "switching" morph, the punctiliar morph -oa-, in the aspect slot,

Stot 7 (#C0.11). This switches-the verb's asfect from durative to punctiliar.The Active and Middle
flexions of the aorist subjunctive are formed by adding this -od- in front of the lengthened neutral

morph in each of the forms of the present subjunctive, and the -a- then elides.

(b) A Second Conjugation verb has (by definition) a lex_af which is inherently.punctiliar (#3.68),

uoO for*s its aorist"te}se by adding the neutral morph (#C0.11), which leaves its aspectunaltered.

In the Active and Middle fiexions-of the aorist subjunctive, this neutral morph is lengthened, and

the same pronoun endings are added as in the First Conjugation aorist subjunctive.

(c) A Third Conjugation verb has (by definition) a lexal which is inherently punctiliar (#3.68),

*A it forms its aoiisl1ense by adding tlie endings directly to its lexal, which, for the subjunctive, is

the verb's root. Thus in the iubjunctive, the lengthened neutral morph of the subjunctive- plus the

standard subjunctive pronoun endings are added to the verb's root. When this root ends in a long
vowel, no c6ntraction occurs (see #C3 .6, &5a); where the root ends in a short vowel this vowel
contracts with the lengthened neutral morph and the contraction is marked with a circumflex.
Notice that the contraclion of -o- with -n- witt produce -r+, as in the aorist subjunctive flexions of
6i6ap and yivcaoK@. Allowing for the effeit of this contraction in the case of _6i6jo\l^*d
yiuoio**, Ttrird Conjugation PrEsent Subjunctives have the same endings as ),t|co. (Both 6i6a1tt

and yivaoKllalso have alternative irregular third person singular forms in -o7.)

C6.27 Greek tends to avoid having tlvo aspirates commencing successive syllables: hence in the

Aorist Passive ri1qp does not become (as would be.expected) "b060nv" bu_t the first -0- is de-

aspirated, giving the form brt*ryv. Similarly also, ildtrcra (#C4.4). For a fuller treatment of de-

aspiration, see #E;2.8.

C6.28 Second and Third Conjugation aorists differ from the First Conjugation only in the Active
and Middle. The verbs of all thrJe Conjugations are Third Conjugation in the Aorist Passive - that

is, they take the passive morph and then add the third aorist endings directly (without an aspect

morph). (Re "second aorist passives", see #C4.12.)

CG.2g It will be noted that numbers of Third Conjugation forms do not follow the Short Vowel

Lengthening Rule (#82.31), but the stem vowel remains short instead.
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gei6opat
Qop6opat
26api(opat

sparc
fear
grant/forgive

26prloTtat
ye66opat

use
deceiveAie

LEARN TO READ THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT

C7.6 There are a number of verbs which are deponent only in their future tense, and have active
forms in the present and the other tenses. Because of this special feature, these verbs need to be
carefully noted. There are fourteen verbs which have deponent future forms in the New Testament.
(A number of other verbs which occur in the New Testament but not in the future tense are not
included here, though they have deponent futures in literature outside the New Testament.)

aiptco aiprioolrut (#C2.S) take away 6pua dyoltm (#C2.8) see

-Faiva -pfioopat (#C3.41) go nivco nioltm (#C2.31) drink
ywcfiorca yvaoopar (#C3.5) know rima neotopat (#C2.1) fall
eilti tooltu (#C3.3) be
boilia Qdyoltm (#C2.8) eat
?vrjorca ilav$opat (#C2.0 die
)"a1tpdva Lqpryoltm (#C2.34) take

drca d(opm (#C2.1) give birth to
Qaiva Qav4olrur (C1.89) shine/appear

Qeoyo Qe6$o1rat (#C2.5) flee

26aipco 26apriooltm (#C1.89) rejoice

C7.7 Rarely, one encounters a reverse deponent - an active form with passive meaning. One
such is dn6La)"a, the direct flexion perfect active from dnd,X,ultt (#Ca$, meaning "I have been
destroyed", which is passive (see #C3.2).

C8. IRREGULAR VERBS
C8.O REGULARITY AND IRREGULARITY IN VERBS

C8.0L A general description can be given of how the Greek verb behaves in constructing all its
forms. The behaviour of most flexions of most verbs can be covered by such a description, and a
verb is said to be regular if all its forms are derived from its lexical form with complete regularity
in accordance with such a general description of verb behaviour.

C8.02 Such a general description includes descriptive phonemic rules33. These are rules which
describe the effect upon a particular tense or form which results because the verb's stem ends in
one phoneme (or sound, represented by a letter) rather than another. Thus the descriptive rules can
be stated to cover all the different phoneme groups of a language. An example of such a rule is the
Short Vowel Stem Rule, in its two parts: "A short vowel stem verb (a) lengthens this short vowel
when it adds a morph that begins with a consonant, and (b) contracts this short vowel with the
following vowel when it adds a morph that begins with a vowel" (see #E2.Il,#82.31). Another
descriptive rule will cover the pattern of this vowel contraction. Similarly, the Labial
Amalgamation Rule states, "A final labial amalgamates (a) with a following -o- to form -tl-; (b)
with a following rough breathing or -K- to form -@-" (see #82.61). And so on. All these descriptive
rules have been set out in their appropriate places in this book.

C8.03 It can be seen that all the nine paradigms of the First Conjugation are regular, because the
differences between them are entirely related to the particular phonemes with which their verb
stems end, and can be stated in terms of those phonemes. Thus upon the basis of these descriptive
rules, it is possible to know what the form will be for any part of any tense of any regular verb,
when you are given the lexical form of that verb.

C8.04 This can be summed up by saying that, upon the basis of the descriptive rules, all the forms
of all the tenses of a regular verb are entirely and accurately predictable.

C8.05 An iruegular verb is a verb which has some forms that are not predictable from its lexical
form, on the basis of the descriptive rules.3a

C8.06 The extent of the irregularity can vary from very small (for example, in the verb aiv6a, for
which the irregularity is only that it does not lengthen its short stem vowel -t- to -rl- informing its
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various tenses - see #C1.48) to very extensive (for example, in the case of the suppletives -
see #C2.8).

C8.07 The irregularities of irregular verbs occur in the formation of the tense stem for each of its
Principal Parts (see #9.6). Once a particular Principal Part is known, all the forms and flexions
derived from that Principal Pan will follow regularly, according to the paradigm of the verb's
paryicu-lar Conjugation. llgeptions to this are almost non-existent; the only one of any consequence
is the durative aspect of (tia,live/be alive.

C8.08 The durative forms of (da, together with the regular forms of ultdcofor comparison, are:

INFINITIVE
(rtv ultdv

PARTICIPLE
(6v n4tdv
(6oa np6oa
(6v rlltbv
(6vrog npdvtog

For both (da and u\tcico the p-resent subjunctive of each verb is identical with its respective
present indicative flexion. No forms of the optative or imperative of (cico occur in the New
Testament. It will be noticed that the "irregularity" of (dais ihat it has -r[ inits ending wherever
ultda has -a-. This arises because the rooi of the verbis in fact (r7- rathei tfran d- 

--e ---- -

C8.09 Iregular verbs can be classified according to the nature of the irregularity. Many of the
various categories or groups of irregular verbs hav-e already been discussed ii this Appendix.

C8.1 SHORT VOWEL STEM VERBS WHICH DO NOT LENGTHEN THE VOWEL
These have been discussed in #C1.48.

C8.2 VERBS WHICH ADD.A IN FORMING THE FUTURE AND/OR PERFECT STEM
These have been discussed in #Cl.88.

C8.3 VERBS OF THE SECOND AND THIRD CONJUGATIONS
CS.3L .Although most verbs of the Second and Third Conjugations follow regular patterns in the
formation of their other tense stems from their aorist root,-wf,at the Principal Furtr will be cannot
be predicted in advance, either from the lexical form or from the aorist of a verb. That is, the
Principal Parts need-to be separately noted for each verb of these Conjugations. Thus, as they iru*
Principal Parts which are unpredictable, these verbs must all be classifiJd as irregular. J

C8.32 The verbs of the Second and Third Conjugations found in the New Testament are listed and
discussed inC2 and C3 respectively.

C8.4 VERBS WITH DIRECT FLEXIONS/TWO ASPECT MORPHS
Verbs in these two categories have been discussed in #C4 and #C5 respectively.

C8.5 DEPONENT VERBS

C8.5L Y*y of these verbs are regular in their forms; their irregularity consists of the fact that
they take a middle or pas_sive form with active meaning, instead of an active form. It could be
argued however that merely being deponent does not mean that averb is irregular, as the fact of its
being deponent is indicated by the leiical form being middle, not active.

PRESENT
INDICATIVE

IMPERFECT
INDICATIVE

q(n npd t(av (6(qv) hlpatv
$.qE rqtfus E(nE bripag(.n rqt? Effi bciltd- Ns M(6pev u1t61tev t(dpev hipilpev F(firc u1td,te b(rtre hipfue N(6ot(v) u7t6ot(v) E(av hiltotv cS M/N

--
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C8.52 Some deponent verbs, though,
deponent only in their future (#C7.6)
unpredictable from their lexical forms.

C8.53 The deponents found in the New Testament are listed and discussed in #C7 .

C8.6 VERBS WHICH CHANGE THEIR ROOT VOWEL TO OIA IN THE PERFECT

C8.61 Liquid verbs with a monosyllabic root which have -t- as the vowel in their root regularly
change this vowel to -a- inthe perfect and/or aorist passive. The seven monosyllabic liquid verbs
which occur in the New Testament - and all of which follow this pattern (see #C1.85) - are:

dvact).).a rise dvare).6co dvl,rctLa dvar6,ra).rca dvartra)"1tm
&rorcreivco kill d,norcevta d,nl,rcretva dtercrdv*rlv
66pa thrash (6eptco) E\erya (666ap1ta) b6dp0qv
bvrt)J.opm command bvrd.1olrm bverc*"d1nyv bw6,ra)'1rm
orceipa sow (onepea) Eoneryu (Eoxaprca) tonapltat tordpqv
or|ila send oELAa Eoreil"a Eora),rca toru)4tat tord),,ryv

Sileipco ruin Q1epta Eqilerya (tQ1aprca) EEilappat b00dpr7v

C8.62 Quite a number of other verbs change their stem vowel to -o- in the perfect active and/or to
-a- in the perfect middle/passive (and also, usually, in the aorist passive). Where the -o- is
followed by the -Ka- of the perfect active, it lengthens to -o> in accordance with the Short Vowel
Lengthening Rule (#82.3t).

C8.63 There are eleven such verbs which occur in the New Testament in a form affected by one or
both of these changes, and three other New Testament words (),einco, ntpnco and rircra) the
perfect active of which does not actually occur in the New Testament but which are included here
for their usefulness in illustrating the change and/or because the perfect is found in other Christian
writings of the Hellenistic period. In addition there are two other New Testament words (given in
square brackets) which in Hellenistic Greek are found only in the perfect, the present being
obsolete.

yivoltm become Tevrioopu byevfilrqv ytyova yeyevrlpat byevri?rTv

l\ilal be accustomed dia1a
le[rcco] be like iiorca

).eina leave kiryco {t!^::?;"1 @6Lowa) ).6lerypm il.eiQonv

ndo1gro suffer Ena1ov rtrov9a
neiilot persuade neioa iitcewa ntnofia ntnewltan bneio*ryv
r6pna send n61nya Enepyu (rctnopQa) (ntneptpta) bntptQ?ryv
niva drink niopu Errcv ru4ncorca tn60r1v

rinra fall neo1ouai tefeoov I rtrtarcu' teTEeoa t

il"|rca weave (rc)"6€a) EnLe$a (ntrLeTa) (ntnleypa) bil,ro1v
nAfiooco strike (rc1.i6,a) EnX,ryfu -enl.dyqv
orp4Qco turn oqtya Eorpeya (EoWoQ@ torpappm boqdQryv
drcra bear d(a ttercov (t&orca) h67ot1v
-rp6na turn (ri6Weo) -6cperya ictcpo\a) @6cpappa) britiqv
rpilqco nourish (ilptWa) EfOeWa (c60pappa0 brpdEryv

Qtpa carry o{oa {\Y:]*ou' ' '.rtriffo'\ bvtivo|6a r7v67or1v

LEARN TO READ THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT

are irregular in other ways. Certainly the verbs that are
are to be classified as irregular, because this feature is
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C8.64 When nouns are formed from verbs which have -t- as their vowel, it is common for such
nouns to have -o- in place of the -e-. Some examples:

$'uc.gli (dvacil").o): dno\oryp- (dno6676opa); d,nootd.og (dnoocil.).a); bvcoy,ri(tvcil)'opa); bnwtolri Grwii&.co)i h6yoE 'Q"6ia); *ioii G"ie7*1; 
-ri;iii 

Gpii;):dnolrovri @nolttva)

C8.7 DIGAMMA VERBS

C8.71 In ancient times, a number of Greek words had contained a letter digamma , f (see
Footnotes #4 and #5), which dropped out of use well before the period of Hellenistic Greek. When
the digamma had been the frst leiter of a verb l9ot, its disappe,lrance meant that in the past tenses
(the imperfect and aorist) the verb form's syllabic uug*rnii- *ur brought next to the first vowel
of the lexal. When the first vowel of the lexal *ur -?- or -t-, the two iowels then contracted in
accordance with the regular rules, to give er-. The verb fil"rco ('pull, drag, draw") became il,rcaufl". the digamma ryT dropped;in the imqerfect it wouid originaliy have EL"" ifil,"or, *A tn",
after the loss of the-digamma, Ed,rcov + d),rcov. So also its u6rirt fo.*, e2"rcpoa. Similarly, when
th9 perfect flexion lost the reduplicated and initial digamma, the -e- of the reduplication corriracted
with the first vowel of the lexai if -e- or -r-,to giveir-. Thus the perfect of tircais eq,rcuiiGn"
perfect does not occur in the New Testament, but is found elsewhere).

C8.72 There are also verbs wilh original roots commencing with sigma from which this sigma has
been lost: thus an original"o676al'became ElCa. This situ-ation is similar to that of the loss of a
digamma - in such a word as this, the augmeni in the past tense was also brought next to the -e- of
the lexal, and contracted with it. (For two words - given below - the evidencE indicates that they
commenced with of , withboth consonants being tost.)

C8'73 Thus words to which this has happened will have imperfect, aorist, and perfect flexions
commencing with er- (due to the contraction of e+e or e+r) instiad of rl- (the augmented e-) or long
t- -(the augmented short r-). However, when a digamma has dropped oui b"t*een r- and a vowel
other than -t- or -t-, the two vowels do not contrict but remain Oiitinct. Thus, in the one verb here
where the first vowel of the lexal is -o- Ur_opa-), this has not contracted with the prefixed e. but
each vowel has continued as a separate sylable in both of the alternativ" p"*".t forms that occur,t6parca and icbpara. Similarly, it . -e- ind -a- do not contracr in the flexions of 

"ittiyvilti-afterthe digamma between them is lost. (This word has an irregular future which retains the -e- of itsaorist forms.)

C8'74 The eleven verbs found in the New Testament with forms affected in this way are:Present Meaning Root Imperfect Future Aorist Perfect perfect AoristActive Active Active Active Active Midd/pass passive
bda aflow <^,lfatl e{rov btioa e{aoateifu accustom .l,*r:0 dhopm
l41al be accusromed (lofeA eiafia
bLrc6o7tm be covered

with sores 
1l1f_elrrc9t) - eihrcapat _il"ra pull/drag <^'lfel'a d),rcov il,ruoo etLntoa (ei,Lrurca) ethioltatl @iLrotoonv)bpvti(o1tm work l![-?yO eipvu(6pTtfi eipyaodpr1u etpyaoltm eipyrioor1v

\9oal speak \!t*! o 
' ' bp6a 'e{pqrca 

irpit ", bpp60r7v

[i6col see dfiA d'iou
rcardyvolu break <^lFoyl rcareri(a rcacla(a rcacedyTv
6pda warch (^,lfopa) {:#r;::l} _
t In classical Greek. In New Testament Greek,the imperfect had "regulari zed" to Ttpyu(ilpnu and fipyuotilt4vis found inthe New Testament alongside eiplaodpqv in if,i aori'ri. 

---
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In three of these verbs, the present form (given in square brackets) is obsolete, and is not found in
Classical/Hellenistic Greek. In this table, if the verb has an imperfect, this is given immediately
after the root, before the future. For two verbs the root is conjectural, and it is therefore followed
by a question mark. In three verbs the dropped digamma or sigma has been replaced by a rough
breathing (il"rc6o1tan, EX,rcro, and Eyco - see the future); the others however commence with a
smooth breathing.

C8.75 Verbs which had roots ending in a digamma became modified when the digamma dropped
out of Greek. These descriptive rules tell what happened:

(a) Before vowel endings the digamma was simply omitted, but the vowels thus brought together
only contracted in the case of e+e and e+r (to er), i.e. not with d, tl, o, @, oL or oo; and this applies
also to all flexion forms.

(b) Before consonant endings the digamma was replaced by upsilon.

(c) Where the stem has -a- before the digamma, then in the present tense this -a- added -t- as a
durative morph in the same way as liquids (#C5.04).

These modifications can all be seen clearly exemplified in the verb rcaico (#C8.76) - note (a) that it
has two alternative forms of the aorist passive, one a regular form with -A-, and the other a direct
flexion (#Ca.$; (b) that where the digamma used to occur in the regular form it was before a -0-
and thus has been replaced by -o- (brca60r7v); and (c) that where the digamma used to occur in the
direct flexion form it was before a vowel, -t7-, and thus simply dropped out but without contraction
occurring (brcdqv).

C8.76 The nine verbs of this kind found in the New Testament are:

drcofia hear d drcoF) d,rco6oco rircoooa drcrircoa (iircouopafi firco6o0r7v
6topu entreat d 6en b6ei0nv
(6a boil dkn
rcaia burn (,lrcaF) rcan|oa iirauou rctrcaopa, {:bf&i|"
d.aia weep <4,rc1"an rc)"a6oa hd,auoa
il"ta sail (tn)"ef) (nLe6oa) Ed.eooa
rv6a breathe (lrvefi (rve6oa) ttweuoa
i6ro flow Olien per5oa (bppuqv)
-Xta pour ("LrcD -ye1a -tyea
-266vvco pour ("'lXoF) (r626orca) -rclyopul -q(60r1v

C8.77 It will be seen that -y6,a differs from the others in this list by taking the Attic future (see
#C8.85); that is, instead of adding -o- to form the future it adds -r- as its future morph, like a
liquid. Similarly in the aorist it rejects -o- (again like a liquid), giving the form -626efa and thence
-67ea (instead of -67efoa and thence -tTeuoa).It does not contract even -e- and -e-. -766waris a
related verb supplying the other flexions.

C8.78 For d,rcodco, the perfect form d,rcrircoa, with reduplication of the initial syllable (see
#C8.91), has resulted from loss of the original digamma of a primitive d,rcfircofa, the -o- and -a-
continuing as separate syllables, in accordance with the digamma-vowel rule, #C8.75(a), that
(except e+e and e+t), vowels brought together by the disappearance of digamma do not contract. In
accordance with the digamma-consonant ruIe [#C8.75(b)], the digamma was replaced by -u-
before a consonant, that is, in the future, aorist active and aorist passive. But contrary to these
rules, the -u- was then also retained in the present form, arco$a.

C8.79 As digamma is not present in the documents which have come down to us from the ancient
world, its original occurrence in a word is sometimes hypothetical. In many cases, that digamma
used to be part of a word is postulated upon strong evidence: for example, occasional inscriptions
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that are very ancient and contain it; the scanning of a word in a line of verse from Homer which
can only be explained on the basis of digamma having originally been present; or a parallel word in
Latin which possesses the equivalent"y", such as vidZ for Greek t&, see. It needs to be mentioned
that in some cases, however, the evidence is less certain, and is based on analogy from similar or
parallel words, or simply upon the fact that an original digamma provides a clear logical
explanation for word forms that would be difficult to account for on any other basis.

C8.8 IRREGULAR (rtruVERBS

CS.SI Several - ( verbs in the New Testament do not follow the usual pattern for dental stem verbs
of taking -o- as their future morph and then dropping the -( of their root [see the "dental drop-out
rule" (#4.55, #CL.7)). There are two groups of these irregular -( verbs: those which comprise the
first group behave like palatals in how they form their other tenses; those in the second group
behave like liquids in the formation of their future.

C8.82 Some -( stem verbs are present tense forms which have arisen from an original palatal verb
root, and outside the present system they behave like palatal verbs, forming their future and aorist
active in -€, and aorist passive in -X- before -0-, or in -y- if a direct flexion.

C8.83 There are five verbs which have these palatal forms in the New Testament, one of which
also has parallel forms in the future and aorist which are formed in the regular way for a dental
stem verb.

C8.84 These five verbs are:

rcpd(a cry out drcpuy) rcpt|,(co {iffiZtrf"I
rai(ot dance, play (l,rary) rai(a tia$a
orcva(a groan, sigh (^'lorevay) orcvd(co bodva(a
ocrlpi(a srrengthen doqpry) {Wi* i:g#:*t
oQd(a slaughter (loQay) oqd$a EoEd$a

r6rcpaya

bocr1ptytat

toQaypat

bnaW0nv

bon1pi760r1v

boQdytyv

C8.85 In the Attic dialect, verbs in -( did not always indicate the future by adding -o- as the future
morph. To quote from Section 665 of Goodwin's Greek Grammar of Classical Greek: "Futures in
tocoand wopdt from verbs in (a of more than two syllables regularly drop oand insert e; then
#a and #opm are contracted to td and rcfipali as rco1ti(co, carry, rcopioa, (rcopti,a,) rcoltt0t;
rco4rioo1tan, (rcoltttoytaq) rcopto$yta4 inflected like Q0"6, Qt),oflpan. These forms of future are
called Attic, because the pure Attic seldom uses any others in these tenses; but they are found also
in other dialects and even in Homer."35 That is to say, these particular verbs behave as if they had,
not a dental stem, but a liquid stem.

C8.86 The Attic future is usual in the Septuagint, and is found in the New Testament for a number
of these verbs, especially (but not exclusively) in quotations from or allusions to the Septuagint, or
passages such as Luke 1:48, in a hymn in the Old Testament style.

C8.87 There is one other New Testament verb, ,Ga (found only in compounds), which also
behaves like a liquid and takes -€- as its future morph instead of -o-, and this future morph -e- then
similarly contracts with the neutral morph which is added in the suffix (the contraction being
marked by the circumflex accent). Thus the full (uncontracted) future is -26eta, which contracts to
-N€6 (A9ts 2:17 and 18). This contrasts with the way in which the -e- of the root resists contracting
with suffixes, even those commencing with -e- (see #C8.77).

C8.88 The ten New Testament verbs which are not liquids but which nonetheless are found with
-€- as their future morph, are set out below. Note that (except for the non-(f taverb -X6oi they all
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take -oa- as their punctiliar morph. For the two verbs marked t the regular dental future form is
also found in the New Testament: aQopioa in Matthew 25:32 and rcopioroin Ephesians 6:8 and
Colossian s 3:25.

dQopi(af separate
tyyi(co draw near
b6aQi(a raze totally
bLni(a hope, expect
rca1api(ro make clean
rcopi(af bring, get
parcapi(ro considerhappy
ytetorci(a make to move
nagopyi(a make angry
-X,€(r) pour

tdQop#a dQapwa dQcoptopm dQaryiooqv2byy6ro iiyywa iiyywa
3b6afi6a
at).n6,o iil.nrca iiA.rrca
srcailap#a brca)dpwa rcerca1d,ptopan brca1apio2ryv
6rco1utco brchpoa
7 parcap#co bparuipwu
sperorctta percprcwa
enapopy#co napcppywa
ro-76eea -Epa

lMatthew 13:49;2James 4:8; 3luke l9:4; aMatthew 12:21 andRomans 15:12;SHebrews 9:14;6lPeter 5:4;7Llke !:48;
8Acts 7:43;eRomans 10:19; loActs 2:17 and18.

C8.89 In some manuscripts, the Attic future is also found for: yvapi(ro (Colossians 4:9),
rcarapri(a (l Peter 5: 10), Qari(co (Revelati on 22:5), and Tpovi(a (Hebrews 10:37).

C8.9 OTHER IRREGULAR VERBS

C8.91 (a) SYLLABIC (ATTIC) REDUPLICATION: The term "Attic reduplication" is
sometimes applied to verbs beginning with a vowel which reduplicate their first syllable [though,
like the Attic Future (#C8.85), "The Attic reduplication (so called by the Greek grammarians) is
not peculiarly Attic, and is found in Homer" (Goodwin $530, p.127)). When a verb commences
with a vowel, then in the perfect instead of reduplicating the initial phoneme it usually takes the
temporal augment on that vowel (see #E4.36). Syllabic reduplication consists, in addition, of
reduplicating the initial vowel and first consonant, while still lengthening the original initial vowel
with the temporal augment. These verbs retain their syllabic reduplication, including the temporal
augment, in their non-indicative modes. Thus the perfect of drco6a is dwircoa,, and its perfect
participle d,n1rcoco6, d,n7rco6rog. There are eight New Testament verbs (two of them suppletive
verbs) which have this syllabic reduplication in the perfect tense (see #E4.38).

(b) It is also possible to find syllabic reduplication in the aorist. In these verbs, the temporal
augment will be taken on the first vowel of the reduplicated form, and as it is here a past time
morph this augment will only occur in the indicative mode. There are only two such verbs which
occur in the New Testament, both having a second aorist: dyro, iyayov (infinitive: dyayetv); and
the suppletive 06pro, rtveyrcov (infinitive: bveyrce?v). (See further, #F.4.27.)

C8.92 Some verbs may take (either as a general rule, or as a stylistic preference of particular
authors) a sigma before the suffix of the perfect middle/passive and/or aorist passive: for example,
rcLeicohas rctd.ercpalinstead of rcEd"eqtan, and brc).eio*tyv instead of bd"ei?4v. Similarly in the
future passive of ywaoK@ we find yvroo?fioecan instead of yvco?riotran (1 Corinthians 14:7).
The addition of this sigma produces an allomorphic variant of the lexal. (Re allomorphs: see
#E3.3.) The presence of this sigma would not affect the recognizability of such forms, and so it has
not been judged necessary to list verbs of this kind.

C8.93 Some writers sometimes use rare or archaic or unusual forms of particular verbs (for
example, tTnlta a variant aorist form of yap6,a, found three times in the New Testament as an
alternative to the regular aorist, tytl,ttnoa). Where such irregular forms are the only ones that occur
in the New Testament, they have been covered in this Appendix. Where they are stylistic variants
of the regular or usual forms, they are usually not included in this Appendix, but are regarded as a
matter for discussion in commentaries on the Greek text.
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C8.94 It happened on occasions that a new present tense was formed from an aorist or a perfect
form. Thus the perfect of torqpis Eorr1rca, and a new present flexion was formed to correspond
with this perfect: onircco. This new form of the verb was then used in the present and imperfect
flexions.

C8.95 Apart from the abovementioned cases, all the verbs which are irregular in the New
Testament are dealt with in this Appendix. A number of verbs which exhibit more than one
irregularity are referred to in relation to each irregular feature. To find a particular verb, look it up
in the Greek Index (#G3.6, Appendix G), which gives the cross reference(s) to the place(s) where
that verb is described and/or its Principal Parts are set out.

C9. VERB GROUPS FORNEW TESTAMENT VERBS
C9.1 It will be of interest to see the relative numbers of New Testament verbs in the different
verb groups (classified according to stem and conjugation).

C9.2 The figure that is given for the number of verbs in the New Testament will vary depending
upon the New Testament text that is used and how verbs are counted and classified. The text used
here is that of the United Bible Societies Greek New Testament, Third and Fourth Editions. This
summary treats compound verbs as being, morphologically, forms of the simplex verb, and does
not count them separately unless the simplex form is unused and the compounds are unrelated in
their ll-sage. Where separate and distinct forms of a verb are found in the New Testament belonging
to different conjugations (for example, iottivco and [orqp) or to different subgroups within the
one conjugation (for example, -76a and -76vva), the two verbs are treated separately and each is
counted in its appropriate group. Verbs are listed as Second or Third Conjugation if (and only ifl
such a form occurs in the New Testament, and under First Conjugation otherwise (even if Second
or Third Conjugation forms are found outside the New Testament).

C9.3 Using this basis for classification, there will be found to be one thousand verbs in the Greek
New Testament, distributed into verb groups as follows:

CONS.
STEMS
Lst Conj.
2nd Conj.
3rd Conj.

LABIALS
rct TASab

PALATALS
( orc oo Tzl Sub

DENTALS

€ Tzl Sub

206 17 223

_r_r_

LIQUIDS
p v +v pSub
440101484
31- 8
1- 2

L
16
4
I

2t 65
10 t4
66

18 L9 37

1: !

t
4
I
1

51524

1? _

LONG VOWEL STEMS
O O, an el Ot AO eO Ot, Sub
21 2 2 t 370 2105

1

23 I - 7

SHORT
VOWEL

a e oSub
78 235 9t 404

t2 5 219

o

_?
a

Total
418

33
10

VOWEL
STEMS
lst Conj.
2nd Conj.
3rd Conj.

Vowel
Total

509
I

26

No
Pres.

3

0)

Cons.
Total
418
33
10

TOTAL
930

34
36

Cons. = Consonant. TA= Td, Aotnd, the remainder (of the category). Sub = Subtotal (of that category). +y= words with v
added to stem. No Pres. = No Present Stem.


